Special Needs for 2019 Commencement Ceremony in Armstrong Stadium.

Those attending the Commencement Ceremony with special needs not addressed below are requested to contact university.police@hamptonu.edu by Friday, May 3rd.

1. Heat or Sun Sensitivity. Those sensitive to heat or sun are advised to watch the Commencement Ceremony from an indoor location: Convocation Center, Holland Hall, Student Center Ballroom, and Ogden Hall.

2. Handicapped/Mobility Impaired.

   Mobility Devices. Those who require mobility devices (walkers, wheelchairs, scooters) need to bring them - the University does not provide them.

   Drop Off. A handicap drop off will be at the end of lot 11 at the Armstrong Stadium gate C entrance; see attached graphic. After drop off, vehicles with handicap plates or hanging tags may park in lot 11, those without park in lot 10. Follow posted signs and event staff directions.

   Parking. Handicapped parking spaces are available in lot 11, between Holland Hall and the Convocation Center. Only vehicles with a handicapped license plate or hanging tag will be permitted to park in lot 11; general parking is in lot 10.

   Seating. A limited number of first come, first served handicapped seating will be available in Armstrong Stadium, and only one person may sit with the handicapped guest. Once those fill, guests unable to access seating in the stands will be directed to watch the Commencement Ceremony at the Convocation Center, Holland Hall, Student Center Ballroom, or Ogden Hall.

3. Hearing Impaired. A sign language interpreter will be on stage at the Commencement Ceremony.

4. Access Points and Time Frames. Access to Armstrong Stadium will be through all four gates; see attached graphic:
   - Gate A from Marshall Ave, home field side
   - Gate B from Marshall Ave., visitor side
   - Gate C from lot 11, visitor side
   - Gate D from Soldiers Home Rd, home field side.

   At 10:15am access to gates C and D will close, after which access allowed only at gates A & B; see attached graphic.
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